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HAWKE® OPTICS ADDS INCREASED MAGNIFICATION RIFLESCOPE WITH EXCLUSIVE 

.223/.308 MARKSMAN RETICLE 

The New 4-12x42 Vantage 30 WA with .223/.308 Marksman Reticle Offers Impressive 
Features at an Affordable Price 

 
Hawke® Optics, a worldwide leader in precision tactical optics with outstanding performance in the field and optimum value 
for the consumer, continues to enhance its stellar Vantage 30 WA lineup. Hawke’s highly popular .223/.308 Marksman reticle 
is now available in a 4-12x42, bringing shooters an affordable, compact scope with increased magnification. 
 
Hawke is leading the charge with caliber-specific reticles. The new 4-12x42 model in the Vantage 30 WA lineup is perfect for 
AR-platforms or any .223 or .308 chambered rifle. Featuring Hawke’s exclusive .223/.308 Marksman reticle, the new for 2022 
riflescope offers impressive features packed into a compact size, all at an affordable price, MSRP $329. 
 
The Hawke Vantage 30 WA 4-12x42 WA scope comes with the precision Marksman reticle that is specific to .223/.308 
cartridges. This compact scope is perfect for AR-platforms and any rifle chambered for .223 or .308. Built on a compact, 
30mm mono-tube chassis, the Vantage 30 WA 4-12x42 is a solid performer at any range. As part of Hawke’s H2 series, the 
new Vantage 30 WA scope features 11 layer Fully Multi-Coated lenses for an outstanding level of clarity and image quality. 
 
The .223/.308 Marksman reticle, exclusively from Hawke, features a 100 yard zero and holdover aim points that increase in 
100-yard increments out to 600 yards. The illuminated reticle on this new Vantage 30 WA 4-12x42, as with all IR models in 
the Vantage line, offers multi-stage illumination in both red and green. ¼-MOA fingertip-adjustable exposed, locking turrets 
give you quick and easy adjustment to get on target fast. Fast-focus adjustment on the eyebell and plenty of eye-relief make 
target acquisition easy and reliable. All Hawke riflescopes, the Vantage 30 WA 3-9x42 WA no exception, are fully nitrogen 
purged, water-, shock-, and fog-proof, and come with Hawke’s No-Fault Lifetime Warranty. Learn more on the Hawke Optics 
website.  

 
About Hawke 
#VISIONACCOMPLISHED. Hawke is a worldwide market leader at the forefront of optical performance with class-leading 
innovation and design offering a complete line of sport optics from rifle, crossbow, shotgun and air gun scopes to binoculars, 
spotting scopes and accessories. Accuracy, strength, and precision; Hawke optics blend iconic design, exceptional 
engineering and unrivalled craftsmanship to create an unforgettable viewing experience. As awareness of Hawke Sport 
Optics continues to grow, more customers are trusting Hawke as the unquestioned industry leader in optics.  Learn more at 
www.hawkeoptics.com. 
 
Follow the #Hawkelife lifestyle hub and connect with us on social media: 
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